
$1,699,000 - 8 B686 DERBYSHIRE Island
 

Listing ID: 40491017

$1,699,000
3 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms, 3.14 acres
Single Family

8 B686 DERBYSHIRE Island, Archipelago,
Ontario, P2A1T4

Welcome to 8-B686 Derbyshire Island. This
3 season 3 bedroom 1 bathroom custom
built cottage sits at the top of a stunning
granite hill it's crafted granite staircase on a
gentle slope down to waters edge; here you
will find an expansive deck and dock
situated beside a beach area that will keep
your family and friends entertained for
hours throughout the summer days. The
view from the cottage gives you 180 degree
vantage from north to south, the sunrise is
stellar and the moonrise is breathtaking.
There is ample space on the deck as well as
the stone patio for entertaining or just
quietly enjoying the presence of peace and
tranquility this property provides. The stone
patio encompasses the fire pit and custom
crafted wood burning hottub so imagine the
views from this vantage point. On the
southerly portion of the property as you
walk down through the clearing in the trees
there is large natural beach providing more
space to enjoy and make your family
memories. The 10x10 bunkie provides space
for those growing teenages or added privacy
for your guests. This captivating property is
located about 20 mins south of Parry Sound
by boat. It is in close proximity to the Sans
Souci and Copperhead Association on
Frying Pan Island where you fill find
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endless activities for all ages from summer
day camp, tennis, pickle ball and so much
more. Other amenities in the area accessible
by boat only includes a marina and
restaurant. This area and little piece of
paradise is surrounded predominantly by
park and crownland, an added bonus. Don't
wait as there is still time to view this gem
before the season is over. (id:49587)
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